Conclusions The overall median value (table 1) for clarity of documentation, discharge and follow up plans, documentation of the newborn infant physical examination (NIPE) and antenatal paediatric alert (which notify antenatal problems) improved from 4 to 1 showing improvement in overall communication and facilitated daily reviews by structuring documentation, this could be further reviewed. There are recent reviews that recommend combined notes for medical and nursing/midwifery staff, so that important information is not lost between teams. A daily review sheet will greatly aid this process.
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**Background** Early in the COVID-19 pandemic, the Youth Forum (Youth Empowerment Squad – YES) recognised that there was very little information geared specifically towards young people. This being so, the YES members created an age appropriate resource with accurate information for young people.

**Objectives** We created a co-produced information resource where the young people had a strong voice in determining both the content and presentation of the leaflet. The Youth Empowerment Squad discussed and agreed on key information they wanted to know as well as reliable and valuable sources of further support.

**Methods** Members collaborated via virtual meetings with clinical staff and an illustrator to create the leaflet. The virtual meetings were facilitated by clinical staff who supported the YES members to agree on the content which they felt was most valuable and relevant to young people. The content was then reviewed by a range of specialists.

The leaflet included information about COVID-19 and how to prevent the spread of the virus, tips on how to physically distance but not socially isolate from friends and how to seek help for COVID-19 symptoms and links to reliable resources for further support.

The YES members were also central to determining the strategy to disseminate the leaflet to ensure that it was accessible to as many young people as possible nationally.

**Results** The leaflet debuted on social media and has been a huge success. It has been shared via Twitter over 300 times and has been showcased on many youth forum websites and included in online publications.

The YES group has also been approached by multiple national organisations who have been enthusiastic to share the resource. Although the leaflet was developed in East London, the YES member achieved dissemination of their message at national level.

Members plan to continue updating the leaflet as new information becomes available and to consider developing information resources on other elements of COVID-19 including vaccination and education.

**Conclusions** The YES forum recognised that having accessible, relevant and reliable information was key to empowering young adults to protect themselves and their families. We have shown that involving young adult stakeholders in the co-production of information resources is highly successful and achieves widespread engagement.

We will include a copy of the leaflet and plan that the young people will be involved in presenting this work.
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**Background** The paediatric team review babies daily on the busy post-natal ward located within the maternity unit. It was noted that there was lack of clarity in the daily documentation regarding neonates. Current documentation was in a folder comprised of multiple documents written on randomly assorted continuation sheets. There is a daily rotation of medical and midwifery staff and not a formal multidisciplinary team ward round which leads to chaotic environment regarding patient plans and discharges and potentially creates excessive work for senior staff members as plans and follow up plans not clearly documented.

**Objectives** The objective of this study is to improve continuity of care and communication by implementation of a daily review sheet with aim to make documentation clear and provide guidance for daily review for junior doctors who frequently rotate.

**Methods** We created a daily review sheet to be used on the post natal ward for neonates on the medical ward round. We created a pre implementation and post implementation questionnaire to be filled out by members the medical team to compare any subjective improvement the daily review sheet
Abstract 1121 Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Pre-implementation</th>
<th>Post-implementation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Background and history of a patient is clear when I review notes.</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. There is a room for improvement with daily review sheet.</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Communication between doctors and midwives is clear in documentation.</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Patient daily plan is clear from documentation.</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. It is clear from documentation if NIPE was done.</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Discharge and follow up plan is clearly documented on daily review sheet.</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. It is clear from documentation that patient has antenatal paediatric alert.</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

has made. The questionnaire contained 7 questions regarding whether staff thought different aspects of documentation and communication was clear with a suggestions/comments section. A Likert scale with questions ranked from 1 – 5 with 1 equal to agree and 5 equal to disagree, therefore 3 equals neither agree or disagree.

Results 14 members of staff filled in our questionnaire before and 12 after (table 1).

Conclusions The overall median value (table 1) for clarity of documentation, discharge and follow up plans, documentation of the newborn infant physical examination (NIPE) and antenatal paediatric alert (which notify antenatal problems) improved from 4 to 1 showing improvement in overall communication and facilitated daily reviews by structuring documentation, this could be further reviewed. There are recent reviews that recommend combined notes for medical and nursing/midwifery staff, so that important information is not lost between teams. A daily review sheet will greatly aid this process.